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We consider the expressive power of a general form of higher-order
algebraic specification which allows constructors and hidden sorts
and operations. We prove a completeness theorem which exactly
characterises the expressiveness of such specifications with respect to
the analytical hierarchy. In particular we show that for any countable
signature 7 and minimal 7 algebra A, A has complexity 6 11 if, and
only if, A has a recursive second-order equational specification with
constructors and hidden sorts and operators under higher-order initial
semantics. ] 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Higher-order universal algebra (see [13, 14]) provides a
natural framework within which the well-known definitions,
methods, and results of first-order universal algebra can be
generalised. For computer science, this leads to a theory
of higher-order algebraic specification (see, for example,
[1517, 19, 21]). Higher-order specifications extend the
methods of first-order specifications (as surveyed in for
example [5] or [23]) both from a syntactic and semantic
point of view. Therefore one would naturally expect the
expressive power of higher-order algebraic specifications to
extend the power of first-order methods. The scope and
limits of first-order methods have been extensively studied
(for example, in [14, 7]), and a survey of known results
can be found in [22, 23]. In simplified terms, one can sum-
marise the situation for first-order algebraic specifications
as follows:
(i) recursive or recursively enumerable sets of first-order
equations, together with first-order initial semantics, can specify
precisely the countable minimal algebras of complexity 7 01 ;
(ii) recursive or recursively enumerable sets of first-order
equations, together with first-order final semantics, can specify
precisely the countable minimal algebras of complexity 6 01 .
The complexity classes of algebras 7 01 and 6
0
1 are more
commonly characterised as the classes of semicomputable
and co-semicomputable algebras, respectively. However, this
characterisation is of little help in constructing a larger
hierarchy of complexity classes, essential for the study of
more expressive languages. Thus we prefer the more tradi-
tional classification of complexity classes of algebras provided
by the so-called arithmetical and analytical hierarchies.
Beginning in [12] and [15], we have started to carry out
a similar study of the expressive power of higher-order
algebraic specifications under higher-order initial semantics.
The power of these methods quickly reveals itself to exceed
the power of first-order methods as one would expect. In
[15] it is shown that the second-order algebra of primitive
recursive functions on the natural numbers, an algebra,
shown to have no recursively enumerable first-order
equational specification under first-order initial semantics
in [1], does possess a recursive second-order equational
specification under second-order initial semantics. In [12]
it is shown that every countable minimal algebra having
arithmetical complexity (210 in the analytical hierarchy) has
a recursive second-order equational specification (with
hidden sorts and operations) under higher-order initial
semantics. The key fact for obtaining this result is the
finite axiomatisability, using second-order equations, of the
so-called quantifier function E : [N  N]  N defined by
E(:)={0, if _m .:(m)=0;1, otherwise.
This discontinuous functional (with respect to the product
or Tychonoff topology on functions from N into N) allows
us to capture the truth definition for arithmetical formulas,
with respect to the standard model N of first-order Peano
arithmetic, by a recursive set of second-order equations
under higher-order initial semantics. In the latter paper an
upper bound on the power of higher-order equational
specifications was shown to be 6 11 , leaving a small but
significant gap between known upper and lower bounds.
In this paper we extend our results to deal with higher-
order equational specifications which allow a subsignature
of constructors, as well as hidden sorts and operations.
Extending the specification technique in this way allows us
to close the gap between upper and lower bounds in a
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satisfactory manner. Constructors add nothing to the upper
bound on expressive power. However, they do allow us to
incorporate partial functions into a higher-order specifica-
tion in a straightforward way. We can then make use of
a result from higher-order recursion theory which charac-
terises the 6 11 relations as precisely those relations which are
semicomputable, in the quantifier functional. Since any
partial recursive function is recursively first-order axiomat-
isable and the quantifier functional is finitely second-order
axiomatisable we obtain the main result of this paper.
3.3. Completeness Theorem. For any countable S-sorted
signature 7 and any minimal 7 algebra A, A has complexity
6 11 if, and only if, there exists a recursive second-order equa-
tional specification Spec with constructors and hidden sorts
and operations such that Spec specifies A under higher-order
initial semantics.
This theorem precisely characterises the expressive power
of a very general form of higher-order algebraic specifica-
tion. Its proof also gives deeper insight into the role of
the quantifier functional and, thus, into the relationship
between constructive and nonconstructive higher-order
specifications. This theme forms one of the cornerstones of
the theory of higher-order algebraic specification and is
taken up elsewhere in [16, 17].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 1
we review the basic principles of higher-order algebraic
specification including an extension of the basic specifica-
tion method using hidden sorts and operations to allow
constructors. We also review how the arithmetical and
analytical hierarchies are used to classify the complexity of
algebras. In Section 2 we recall (following the exposition
given in [11]) what it means for a relation rNk to be
semicomputable in the quantifier functional. We then give a
recursive second-order equational specification, with
constructors and hidden sorts and operations, which is
sound and in an appropriate sense, complete for the set of
all functions semicomputable E. Finally, in Section 3, we
show how the specification of Section 2 can be modified to
give a recursive second-order equational specification of any
countable minimal algebra having complexity 6 11 . We also
show that the expressive power of specifications with
constructors does not exceed the power of specifications
without constructors. Thus the specification technique is
both sound and adequate, i.e., complete, for specifying
countable minimal algebras of complexity 6 11 .
We have attempted to make the paper self-contained.
However, the reader will undoubtedly benefit from some
familiarity with the theoretical foundations of first-order
algebraic specification methods; a suitable introduction is
[5]. The reader may also benefit from a knowledge of the
proof techniques introduced in [15, 12], as well as results
about the expressiveness of first-order methods surveyed in,
for example, [22, 23]. Further useful information on the
model theory and proof theory of higher-order equations
may be found in [13, 14, 21]. Accounts of various aspects
of higher-order algebra and the connections to higher-order
logic and higher-order term rewriting can be found in [9, 10].
A detailed exposition of the arithmetical and analytical
hierarchies can be found in [11, 20].
1. HIGHER-ORDER ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATION
In this section we review the basic principles of higher-
order algebraic specification. We show how the structure of
a higher-order equational specification with hidden sorts
and operations (studied in [12]) can be extended by the
addition of a constructor subsignature. We define the higher-
order initial semantics of such specifications and consider
the soundness of the proof system used to concretely
construct the higher-order initial model. Constructors can
be used to overcome certain problems associated with
specifying partial functions, and we will make use of this
approach in Section 2. We conclude this section with a
review of the classification method for the complexity of
algebras based on the arithmetical and analytical
hierarchies.
We begin by making precise our notation for many-
sorted universal algebra which is adapted from [18]. We let
N denote the set of natural numbers; [N  N] denotes the
set of all total functions from N to N. For any set S, we let
S* denote the set of all words or strings over S, including the
empty word *. Then S+ denotes the set of all nonempty
words, S+=S*&[*].
1.1. Definition. An S-sorted signature 7 is a pair
7=(S, (7w, s | w # S*, s # S) )
consisting of a nonempty set S, each element s # S is termed
a sort, and an S*_S-indexed family (7w, s | w # S*, s # S)
of sets of constant and operation symbols. For any sort
s # S, each element c # 7*, s is termed a constant symbol of
sort s; for each nonempty word w=s(1) } } } s(n) # S+ and
any sort s # S, each element f # 7w, s is termed an operation
symbol of domain type w, codomain type s, and arity n.
If (S0 , 7 0) and (S1 , 71) are signatures, we say that
(S0 , 70) is a subsignature of (S1 , 71) if, and only if, S0 S1
and for each w # S 0* and s # S0 , we have 7 0w, s 7
1
w, s .
Let 7 be an S-sorted signature. An S-sorted 7 algebra A
is a pair
A=((As | s # S) , (7Aw, s | w # S*, s # S) )
consisting of an S-indexed family (As | s # S) of sets, the set
As being termed the carrier set of sorts s for A, and an
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S*_S indexed family (7Aw, s | w # S*, s # S) of sets of
constants and operations. For each sort s # S,
7A*, s=(cA | c # 7*, s) ,
where cA # As is a constant that interprets c in the algebra A.
For each w=s(1) } } } s(n) # S+ and each s # S,
7Aw, s=( fA | f # 7w, s) ,
where fA : Aw  As is an operation with domain Aw =
As (1) _ } } } _As(n) , codomain As , and arity n which inter-
prets f in A.
If (S0 , 7 0) and (S1 , 71) are signatures, and (S0 , 70) is a
subsignature of (S1 , 71) then for any 71 algebra A there is
a unique 70 algebra B, termed the 70 reduct of A, such that
for each s # S0 , Bs=As and for each w # S0* and s # S0 and
each f # 7 0w, s , fB= fA . We let A | 70 denote the 7
0 reduct
of A.
As usual, where no ambiguity arises, we allow A to
denote both a 7 algebra and its S-indexed family of carrier
sets. A 7 algebra A is said to be minimal (or reachable or
term-generated) if, and only if, A has no proper subalgebra.
We let Min7 (A) denote the unique minimal 7 subalgebra
of A.
Let 7 be an S-sorted signature and X=(Xs | s # S) be an
S-indexed family of sets of variable symbols, then T(7, X)
denotes the free or term algebra over 7 and X. We let T(7)
denote the algebra of all closed or ground terms or words
over 7. If A is a 7-algebra and :=(:s : Xs  As | s # S) is
an S-indexed family of mappings then : =(: s : T(7, X)s 
As | s # S) denotes the unique homomorphic extension of :,
also termed the valuation mapping on terms (under the
assignment :).
The theory of higher-order universal algebra is developed
within framework of many-sorted universal algebra. We
recall the basic definitions of [13] beginning with notations
for higher-order types.
1.2. Definition. Let B be any nonempty set, the
members of which will be termed basic types, the set B being
termed a type basis. The type hierarchy H(B) generated by
B is the set H(B)=n # | Hn(B) of formal expressions
defined inductively by
H0(B)=B
and
Hn+1(B)=Hn(B) _ [(__{), (_  {) | _, { # Hn(B)].
Each element (__{) # H(B) is termed a product type and
each element (_  {) # H(B) is termed a function type or
arrow type.
We can assign an order to each type _ # H(B) as follows.
Each basic type _ # B has order 0. If _, { # H(B) have order
m and n, respectively, then (__{) has order sup [m, n] and
(_  {) has order sup [m+1, n].
A type structure S over a type basis B is a subset SH(B)
which is closed under subtypes in the sense that for any
_, { # H(B), if (__{) # S or (_  {) # S then both _ # S and
{ # S. A type structure S over a basis B is said to be an n th-
order type structure if, and only if, the order of each type
{ # S is strictly less than n. We say that S is an |-order type
structure, if, and only if, there is no n # N which bounds the
order of every type { # S.
Given a structure S, a higher-order signature 7 is an
S-sorted signature with distinguished operation symbols for
projection and evaluation on higher types.
1.3. Definition. Let S be a type structure over a type
basis B. An S-typed signature 7 is an S-sorted signature
such that for each product type (__{) # S we have two
unary projection operation symbols:
proj(__{), _ # 7(__{), _ , proj(__{), { # 7(__{), { .
Also for each function type (_  {) # S we have a binary
evaluation operation symbol:
eval(_  {) # 7(_  {) _, { .
An S-typed signature 7 is also termed an n th-order
signature when S is an n th-order type structure. Commonly,
when the types _ and { are clear, we let proj1 and proj2
denote the projection operation symbols proj(__{), _ and
proj(__{), {, respectively, and we let eval denote the evaluation
operation symbol eval(_  {).
Next we introduce the intended interpretations of a
higher-order signature 7.
1.4. Definition. Let S be a type structure over a type
basis B, let 7 be an S-typed signature, and let A be an
S-sorted 7 algebra. We say that A is an S-typed 7 algebra
if, and only if, for each product type (__{) # S we have
A(__{) A__A{ , and for each function type (_  {) # S we
have A(_  {) [A_  A{]; i.e., A(_  {) is a subset of the set
of all (total) functions from A_ to A{ . Furthermore, for each
product type (__{) # S the operations
proj(__{), _A : A(__{)  A_ , proj
(__{), {
A : A(__{)  A{
are the first and second projection operations defined on each
a=(a1 , a2) # A(__{) by
proj(__{), _A (a)=a1 , proj
(__{), {
A (a)=a2 ;
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also, for each function type (_  {) # S, eval(_  {)A : A(_  {)_
A_  A{ is the evaluation operation on the function space
A(_  {) defined by
eval(_  {)A (a, n)=a(n)
for each a # A(_  {) and n # A_ .
An S-typed 7 algebra A is also termed an n th-order 7
algebra when 7 is an n th-order signature.
In the theory of higher-order algebra an important step is
to characterise the S-typed 7 algebras, up to isomorphism,
as precisely those algebras which satisfy the following set of
extensionality axioms over 7. This represents a first step
towards establishing the complexity of such algebras.
1.5. Definition. Let SH(B) be a type structure over
a type basis B, let 7 be an S-typed signature and let X be
an S-indexed family of infinite sets of variables. The set
Ext=Ext7 of extensionality sentences over 7 is the set of all
7 sentences of the form
\x \y (\z(eval(_  {)(x, z)=eval(_  {)( y, z)) O x= y),
for each function type (_  {) # S, where x, y # X(_  {) ,
z # X_ , and
\x \y (proj1(x)=proj1( y) 7proj2(x)=proj2( y) O x= y),
for each product type (__{) # S, where x, y # X(__{) . A 7
algebra A is extensional if, and only if, A<Ext.
It is easily shown (see [13]) that a 7 algebra A is
isomorphic to an S-typed 7 algebra if, and only if, A is
extensional. Observe that the logical complexity of the
extensionality sentence for a function type (_  {) is 6 02
Horn (i.e., \_ Horn), for when transformed into its logically
equivalent prenex normal form this sentence becomes
\x \y _z (x= y6 eval(x, z){eval( y, z))
which has one quantifier alternation (\\_) and a matrix
which is a Horn formula, i.e., a disjunction of literals
(atomic or negated atomic formulas) with at most one
unnegated literal. This observation has immediate conse-
quences for the closure properties of classes of extensional 7
algebras and, thus, indirectly for the structure of the higher-
order initial model. (See [13] for a more detailed
discussion.)
For the fundamental principles of equational specifica-
tion using first-order initial and first-order final algebra
semantics we refer the reader to [5] and the survey [23].
We now review the fundamentals of equational specification
using higher-order initial algebra semantics. We begin by
making precise the notion of a higher-order equation.
1.6. Definition. Let S be a type structure over a
type basis B. Let 7 be an S-typed signature and X be an
S-indexed family of sets of variables. By a higher-order
equation (over 7 and X) we mean a formula of the form
t=t$,
where for some sort s # S, t, t$ # T(7, X)s are terms of sort s
over 7 and X. We let Eqn(7, X ) denote the set of all higher-
order equations over 7 and X.
Given any 7 algebra A, we have the usual notion of truth
for an equation e under an assignment : : X  A, and the
usual validity relation < for an equation e or set E of
equations with respect to a 7 algebra A or a class K of 7
algebras.
Now we can introduce a form of higher-order algebraic
specification which generalises the simple form, using just
hidden sorts and operations, studied in [12].
1.7. Definition. Let B be a type basis. By a higher-
order equational specification with constructors and hidden
sorts and operations we mean a 4-tuple
Spec=(7 vis, 7 cons, 7 extn, E ),
which satisfies the following properties:
(a) The signatures 7 vis, 7 cons, and 7 extn are respectively
Svis, S cons, and S extn-typed signatures over a common type
basis B.
(b) The signature 7 vis is a subsignature of 7 extn termed
the visible signature. The signature 7 extn is termed the
external signature.
(c) The signature 7 cons is a subsignature of 7 vis (and,
hence, 7 extn by (b)), termed the constructor signature.
(d) E is a set of higher-order equations over 7 extn.
(e) For any function type (_  {) # S extn we have
_, { # S cons.
We say that Spec is recursive (respectively, recursively
enumerable) if, and only if, 7 extn is countable and recursive
and 7 vis and 7 cons are recursive subsignatures of 7 extn; i.e.,
given f # 7 extnw, s , it is decidable whether f # 7
vis
w, s and whether
f # 7 consw, s . Furthermore, E is a recursive (respectively,
recursively enumerable) set of equations.
Further discussion of constructor subsignatures (for first-
order signatures) is given in [23]. The definition above
generalises constructors from the first-order to the higher-
order case in a natural way. Note in particular condition (e)
which ensures that the ground term model constructed
using an extensionality rule with respect to constructors (to
be introduced below) is extensional.
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We now turn our attention to the concrete construction
of the higher-order initial semantics IExt(Spec) of a higher-
order equational specification Spec with constructors and
hidden sorts and operations.
The semantics IExt(Spec) is constructed using an infinitary
higher-order equational calculus. This calculus extends the
many-sorted first-order equational calculus with additional
inference rules for higher types including an infinitary
|-extensionality rule with respect to constructors (rule (vii)
below). This infinitary rule is generalised from the simple
form of the |-extensionality rule given in [13], which
is adequate for higher-order initial semantics without
constructors.
1.8. Definition. Let B be a type basis. Let
Spec=(7 vis, 7 cons, 7 extn, E )
be a higher-order equational specification with constructors
and hidden sorts and operations.
We define the infinitary higher-order equational calculus
for Spec to consist of the following rules of inference:
(i) For any equation t=t$ # E,
t=t$
is an axiom introduction rule.
(ii) For any type { # S extn and any term t # T(7 extn, X){ ,
t=t
is a reflexivity rule.
(iii) For any type { # Sextn and any terms t0 , t1 #
T(7 extn, X ){ ,
t0=t1
t1=t0
is a symmetry rule.
(iv) For any type { # S extn and any terms t0 , t1 , t2 #
T(7 extn, X ){ ,
t0=t1 , t1=t2
t0=t2
is a transitivity rule.
(v) For each type _ # S extn, any terms t, t$ #
T(7 extn, X )_ , any type { # S extn, any variable symbol x # X{
and any terms t0 , t1 # T(7 extn, X ){ ,
t=t$, t0=t1
t[xt0]=t$[xt1]
is a substitution rule.
(vi) For each product type (__{) # S extn and any terms
t0 , t1 # T(7 extn, X )(__{) ,
proj1(t0)=proj1(t1), proj2(t0)=proj2(t1)
t0=t1
is a projection rule.
(vii) For each function type (_  {) # S extn and any
terms t0 , t1 # T(7 extn, X )(_  {) ,
(eval(_  {)(t0 , t)=eval(_  {)(t1 , t) | t # T(7cons)_)
t0=t1
is an (infinitary) |-extensionality rule with respect to
constructors.
Before proceeding further, we should comment on the
form of the infinitary rule (vii) above. Both this rule and the
ordinary form of the |-extensionality rule are introduced to
ensure that the higher-order initial model is extensional. In
particular, rule (vii) allows us to identify two higher-order
terms t0 , t1 of type (_  {) if they are provably identical
when applied to all constructor terms of type _. Obviously
this rule implicitlyassumes that applied to any nonconstructor
term t of type _, t0 , and t1 are identical.
This extensionality rule for constructors is, for example,
sound under any semantics A for 7 in which A(_  {) is a
space of partial functions which are totalised and strict with
respect to an undefined or unspecified element u. We
will define this class of semantics presently, and prove the
soundness result in Lemma 1.11 for later use in Sections 2
and 3.
Returning to the problem of constructing a higher-order
initial semantics for a specification Spec, let Spec |&| denote
the inference relation on equations e # Eqn(7 extn, X ),
defined by Spec |&| e if, and only if, there exists a proof of
e using the inference rules of the infinitary higher-order
equational calculus for Spec. Recall from [13] that a
quotient algebra A# is extensional if, and only if, the
congruence # is extensional, i.e., # satisfies
(\x # A_ eval(a, x)#{ eval(b, x)) O a#(_  {) b
for every function type (_  {) and any a, b # A(_  {) , and
also
proj1(a)=proj1(b) 6 proj2(a)=proj2(b) O a=b,
for every product type (__{) # S extn and any a, b # A(__{) .
Now by virtue of inference rules (vi) and (vii) above the
provability relation induces an extensional congruence
#Spec, |=(#Spec, |{ | { # S)
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of provable equivalence on the term algebra T(7 extn) defined
by
t#Spec, |{ t$  Spec |&| t=t$
for each type { # Sextn and any terms t, t$ # T(7 extn){ . This
congruence allows us to concretely construct the higher-
order initial semantics of Spec as a term model as follows.
1.9. Definition. Let Spec(7vis, 7 cons, 7 extn, E ) be a
higher-order equational specification with constructors and
hidden sorts and operations.
(i) The higher-order initial algebra semantics of Spec is
given by the algebra
IExt(Spec)=Min7vis (T(7 extn)#Spec, | |7 vis).
(For the usual technical reasons (see, for example, [6] or
[18]), we will always assume that 7 is nonvoid; i.e., for each
type { # S we assume that there exists a ground term
t # T(7){ .)
(ii) Let A be a 7vis algebra. We say that Spec specifies
A under higher-order initial algebra semantics if, and only if,
IExt(Spec)$A.
Thus according to part (i) above the higher-order initial
model, for a specification involving constructors, is obtained
by factoring the algebra T(7 extn) of ground external terms
by provable equivalence (modulo extensionality with
respect to constructors), taking the 7vis reduct and then
the minimal 7vis subalgebra to remove all elements not
denotable by ground visible terms. Note in part (i) above
that the condition 7 cons7vis of Definition 1.7.(c) ensures
that IExt(Spec) is extensional. In general a subalgebra of an
extensional algebra need not be extensional. We will discuss
the initiality properties of IExt(Spec) shortly.
Let us consider again the principle of extensionality for
constructors introduced in rule (vii) of Definition 1.8. As we
have already mentioned, constructors can be used to avoid
certain technical problems associated with introducing
partial functions into specifications. As we shall see in
Section 2, partial recursive functions are essential in charac-
terising the 6 11 relations. The |-extensionality rule 1.8.(vii)
is obviously sound for 7 cons minimal extensional 7 extn
algebras. More generally, it is also sound for extensional
7extn algebras, where function types (_  {) are interpreted
as spaces of partial functions, provided that such functions
are totalised by adding an unspecified or undefined element
u to model undefinedness, and all functions are assumed to
be strict with respect to u. We make this class of algebras
precise and state and prove a soundness result for later use
in Sections 2 and 3.
1.10. Definition. Let Spec=(7 vis, 7 cons, 7 extn, E ) be a
higher-order equational specification with constructors and
hidden sorts and operations. Let A be a 7 extn algebra.
We say that A is strict if, and only if, the following two
conditions hold:
(i) For each constructor type { # S cons the carrier set A{
can be separated into two (possibly overlapping) sets
A{=Cons(A{) _ U{ ,
where Cons(A{) is the set of all constructible or constructor
term generated elements of A{ , i.e.,
Cons(A{)=[a # A{ | a=tA for some ground
constructor term t # T(7 cons){],
and U{ is a singleton set U{=[u{], the element u{ being
termed the unspecified element of type {.
(ii) For any function type (_  {) # S extn and for any
element a # A(_  {) , a is strict in the sense that
evalA(a, u_)=u{ .
(Note that by Definition 1.7.(e), _, { # S cons and thus by
(i), u_ and u{ exist.)
Thus if A is strict then for every constructor type { # S cons,
each element a # A_ is either the denotation of a constructor
term tA or else an unspecified element u{ . (The element u{
may or may not be denoted by a constructor term.) Also
each element a # A(_  {) for (_  {) # S is strict with respect
to u_ . The soundness of rule 1.8.(vii) then generalises to
strict extensional algebras as follows.
1.11. Soundness Lemma. Let Spec=(7vis, 7 cons,
7 extn, E ) be a higher-order equational specification with
constructors and hidden sorts and operations. Let A be a strict
extensional 7 extn, E algebra. For any equation e #
Eqn(7 extn, X ),
Spec |&| e O A<e.
Proof. By induction on the complexity of proofs. All
cases are trivial except the subcase of the induction step
where the final inference used is an instance of the |-exten-
sionality rule for a function type (_  {) # S extn with respect
to constructors. In this case the result follows from the fact
that each element a # A(_  {) is strict. K
Note that the converse of Lemma 1.11 need not hold; in
particular the higher-order initial model IExt(Spec) need not
be strict (since distinct nonconstructible elements of some
constructor type { may exist). Thus it should be clear that
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while IExt(Spec) is initial for the class of all extensional strict
algebras, it is not necessarily in this class. Characterising the
class in which IExt(Spec) is initial is a technical exercise of
minor interest for our purposes since partial functions will
only be used as hidden machinery which is thrown away
during specification.
We conclude this section by recalling, from first principles,
the definition of the recursion theoretic complexity of a 7
algebra A in terms of the arithmetical and analytical
hierarchies. The essential idea is to formalise the notion of
a ‘‘structurally simple’’ 7 algebra and then to measure the
complexity of factoring a simple 7 algebra to obtain A (up
to isomorphism). The simple 7 algebras are the recursive 7
number algebras, which have carrier sets that are recursive
subsets of N. The factor structure consisting of a recursive 7
number algebra R and an epimorphism onto A is termed an
effective coordinatization.
1.12. Definition. Let S be a sort set and let 7 be an
S-sorted signature. A 7 algebra R is said to be a recursive
number algebra if, and only if, for each sort s # S the carrier
set Rs is a recursive subset of N, and for each w=s(1) } } }
s(n) # S+, each sort s # S and each operation symbol
f # 7w, s , the operation fR : Rw  Rs is a recursive function.
An effective coordinatization of a 7 algebra A is a pair (R, %)
consisting of a 7 recursive number algebra R and an
epimorphism % : R  A.
In measuring the complexity of any countable algebra A
we can establish the complexity of the congruence #N_N
required to obtain A as a quotient R# of a recursive
number algebra R. The complexity of # can be measured
by locating its lowest level within the arithmetical or
analytical hierarchies. This gives rise to a uniform complexity
measure for A. We recall the arithmetical and analytical
hierarchies, following the account of Hinman [11].
1.13. Definition. (i) The class of arithmetical relations
is the smallest class of relations which contains all recursive
relations rN j_[N  N]k for all j, k # N and is closed
under existential (_0) and universal (\0) number quantifica-
tion. (The definition of a recursive relation rN j_
[N  N]k can be given using oracle computations. We refer
the reader to [11].)
The arithmetical hierarchy is the set of classes 70n , 6
0
n , and
20n defined by induction on n:
(a) 700=6
0
0= the class of all recursive relations
rN j_[N  N]k for all j, k # N.
(b) 70n+1=[_
0r | r # 6 0n].
(c) 6 0n+1=[\
0r | r # 700].
(d) 20n=7
0
n & 6
0
n .
We say that a relation rNk_[N  N] j is 70n (respec-
tively, 6 0n , 2
0
n) if, and only if, r # 7
0
n (respectively, r # 6
0
n ,
r # 20n).
(ii) The class of analytical relations is the smallest class
of relations which contains all arithmetical relations rN j_
[N  N]k for all j, k # N and is closed under existential (_1)
and universal (\1) function quantification.
The analytical hierarchy is the set of classes 71n , 6
1
n , and
21n defined by induction on n:
(a) 710=6
1
0= class of all arithmetical relations
rN j_[N  N]k, for all j, k # N.
(b) 71n+1=[_
1r | r # 6 1n].
(c) 6 1n+1=[\
1r | r # 71n].
(d) 21n=7
1
n & 6
1
n .
We say that a relation rNk_[N  N] j is 71n (respec-
tively, 6 1n , 2
1
n) if, and only if r # 7
1
n (respectively, r # 6
1
n ,
r # 21n).
These hierarchies are applied to measure the complexity
of a countable algebra A as follows.
1.14. Definition. Let 7 be an S-sorted signature
and let A be a countable 7 algebra. We say that A has
complexity 7in (respectively, 6
i
n , 2
i
n) for i=0, 1 and n # N if,
and only if, there exists an effective coordinatization (R, %)
of A such that for each sort s # S, the kernel #%s is 7in
(respectively, 6 in , 2
i
n).
We say that A has arithmetical complexity if, and only if,
there exists n # N such that A has complexity 70n or 6
0
n . We
say that A has analytical complexity if, and only if, there
exists n # N such that A has complexity 71n or 6
1
n .
2. COMPUTABILITY IN THE QUANTIFIER
FUNCTIONAL
In this section we review the concept of computability in
the quantifier functional E, which leads to a characterisa-
tion of the 6 11 relations on N as precisely those relations
which are semicomputable in E. For this we follow the
account of [11] closely. We then give a recursive second-
order equational specification SpecComp(E), with construc-
tors, which is sound, and in an appropriate sense complete,
with respect to the functions semicomputable in E. In
Section 3 we show that this specification can be modified to
give a recursive second-order equational specification, with
constructors and hidden sorts and operations for any
algebra A having complexity 6 11 , from which our main
result follows.
Recall that the quantifier functional E : [N  N]  N is
defined by
E(:)={0, if _m .:(m)=0,1, otherwise,
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for any : : N  N. Following [11] we begin by introducing
a recursive set of codes for programs which use the quan-
tifier functional E as an oracle. Such programs will be built
up from basic programs for computing the constant, projec-
tion, successor, and conditional functions, using constructs
for substitution, primitive recursion, self-application, and
the quantifier functional itself. In the sequel we assume that
( } ) : N*  N is a fixed recursive bijection with recursive
inverse.
2.1. Definition. We define the set pcodeN of all
program codes inductively as follows:
(i) Constant functions. For each k # N, where k1,
and each n # N,
((0, n) , k) # pcode.
(ii) Projection functions. For each k # N, where k1,
and each 1ik,
((1, k, i) , k) # pcode.
(iii) Successor functions. For each k # N, where k1,
and each 1ik,
((2, k, i) , k) # pcode.
(iv) Conditional functions. For each k # N, where k1,
((3, k), k+4) # pcode.
(v) Substitution. For each k, q # N, where k, q1,
any m1 , ..., mq , n # N, if (mi , k) # pcode for each 1iq,
and (n, q) # pcode then
((4, q, k, m1 , ..., mq , n) , k) # pcode.
(vi) Primitive recursion. For each k # N, where k1,
and each m1 , m2 # N, if (m1 , k) # pcode and (m2 , k+2) #
pcode then
((5, k, m1 , m2) , k+1) # pcode.
(vii) Self-application. For each k # N, where k1,
(6, k+1) # pcode.
(viii) Quantifier functional. For each k # N, where
k1, and each m # N, if (m, k+1) # pcode then
((7, k, m) , k) # pcode.
We let pcoden=[(x, y) # pcode | y=n], the pcoden
denotes the set of all codes for programs taking n arguments.
Clearly pcode is a recursive subset of N. We define the
semantics of program codes in terms of a set of computation
codes ccodeN. Given a program code (m, k) # pcode
and a k-tuple x # Nk and any y # N, then ((m, k), x , y) #
ccode precisely when the program (m, k) terminates,
given the input x to yield the value y. (In particular, if
(m, k) fails to terminate on x then there is no y # N such
that ((m, k) , x , y) # ccode.) The definition of ccode is by
induction on the complexity of program codes.
2.2. Definition. We define the set ccodeN of all
computation codes inductively as follows:
(i) Constant functions. For each k # N, where k1,
and each n # N, and for any x # Nk,
(((0, n) , k) , x , n) # ccode.
(ii) Projection functions. For each k # N, where k1,
and each 1ik, and for any x =(x1 , ..., xk) # Nk,
(((1, k, i) , k) , x , xi) # ccode.
(iii) Successor functions. For each k # N, where k1,
and each 1ik, and for any x =(x1 , ..., xk) # Nk
(((2, k, i) , k), x , xi+1) # ccode.
(iv) Conditional functions. For each k # N, where
k1, and for any x # Nk, y, z, w, v # N, if y=z then
(((3, k) , k+4) , x , y, z, w, v, w) # ccode;
otherwise,
(((3, k) , k+4) , x , y, z, w, v, v) # ccode.
(v) Substitution. For each k, q # N, where k, q1,
any m1 , ..., mq , n # N, and for any x # Nk, any y =
( y1 , ..., yq) # Nq and z # N, if (m1 , k) , ..., (mq , k) ,
(n, q) # pcode and ((mi , k), x , yi) # ccode for each
1iq and ((n, q) , y , z) # ccode then
(((4, q, k, m1 , ..., mq , n) , k) , x , z) # pcode.
(vi) Primitive recursion. For each k # N, where k1,
and each m1 , m2 # N, and for any x # Nk and y, z, z1 ,
z2 # N, if (m1 , k) , (m2 , k+2) # pcode and ((m1 , k) ,
x , z1) # ccode and ((m2 , k) , x , y, z, z2) # ccode and
(((5, k, m1 , m2) , k+1) , x , y, z) # ccode then
(((5, k, m1 , m2) , k+1), x , 0, z1) # ccode
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and
(((5, k, m1 , m2) , k+1), x , y+1, z2) # ccode.
(vii) Self-application. For each k # N, where k1, and
for any x # Nk and y, z # N, if ( y, k) # pcode and ((y, k) ,
x , z) # ccode then
((6, k+1) , x , ( y, k) , z) # ccode.
(viii) Quantifier function. For each k # N, where k1,
and each m # N, and for any x # Nk and ; : N  N, if
(m, k+1) # pcode and for all n # N, ((m, k+1) , x ,
n, ;(n)) # ccode then
(((7, k, m) , k) , x , E(;)) # ccode.
Now we can make precise the concepts of computability
and semicomputability of a partial function f : N . N and a
relation rNk in the quantifier function E. For this we
simply relativise to E the standard definitions of computable
and semicomputable function and relation.
2.3. Definition. (i) For any n1 and any n-ary
partial function f : Nn . N, we say that f is semicomputable
in E if, and only if, there exists a program code p # pcoden
such that for any x # Nn and y # N,
f (x )$y  (p, x , y) # ccode.
We say that f is computable in E if, and only if, f is semicom-
putable in E and f is total.
(ii) For any n1 and any n-ary relation rNn, we say
that r is semicomputable in E if, and only if, there exists a
program code (p, n) # pcoden such that for any m # Nn,
m # R  ((p, n), m , 0) # ccode.
We say that r is computable in E if, and only if, there exists
a program code (p, n) # pcoden such that for any m # Nn,
m # r O ((p, n) , m , 0) # ccode
and
m  r O ((p, n) , m , 1) # ccode.
Our interest in the concept of relative computability in
the quantifier functional stems from the following important
characterisation of the 6 11 relations. The proof of this
theorem (which is nontrivial) may be found in [11].
2.4. Theorem. For any n1 and any n-ary relation
rNn:
(i) r # 211 if, and only if, r is computable in E;
(ii) r # 6 11 if, and only if, r is semicomputable in E.
Proof. (i) See [11, p. 263].
(ii) See [11, p. 268]. K
In order to make use of Theorem 2.4 to recursively specify
algebras of complexity 6 11 , we require a recursive second-
order equational axiomatisation of the semantics of program
codes p # pcode which we can use as ‘‘hidden machinery’’
(hidden sorts and operations) to make a specification of an
arbitrary 6 11 algebra A. We shall make a recursive second-
order equational specification SpecComp(E ) which is sound,
and in an appropriate sense complete, with respect to the
standard model provided by the functions which are semi-
computable in E. We begin by introducing a second-order
signature 7Comp(E ) which includes second-order constant
symbols for all program codes of Definition 2.1.
2.5. Definition. Let SComp(E ) be the second-order type
structure
SComp(E )=[natk, (natk  nat) | k1],
over the type basis B=[nat], where nat1=nat and natk+1=
(natk_nat). Let 7Comp(E ) be the S Comp(E )-typed signature
with
c(m, k) # 7
Comp(E )
*, (natk  nat) ,
for each k, m # N such that (m, k) # pcode. Then
7Comp(E )*, nat =[0], 7
Comp(E )
nat, nat =[succ, setunit],
7Comp(E )nat nat, nat=[6, equal],
7Comp(E )natk+1, natk=[proj
1], 7comp(E)nat k+1, nat=[proj
2],
7Comp(E )natk nat, natk+1=[( , )],
7Comp(E)(nat  nat), nat=[E, isunit, total],
7Comp(E)nat(nat  nat), (nat  nat)=[append],
7Comp(E)(nat k+1  nat) natk, (nat  nat)=[Sub],
7 Comp(E )(natk  nat) nat k, nat=[eval],
7Comp(E )nat nat nat, nat=[ifthenelse],
7 Comp(E )*, (nat  nat)=[1 ],
7Comp(E)(nat  nat), (nat  nat)=[norm, tail, setunit].
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In the sequel, for each natural number n # N, we let
WnX denote the standard 7Comp(E ) numeral for n defined
inductively by W0X=0 and Wn+1X=succ(WnX). This defini-
tion extends to (k+1)-tuples (n , m) # Nk+1, for k1,
inductively by means of pairing W(n , m)X=(Wn X , WmX).
Next we axiomatise the semantics of program codes, as
given by the set of computation codes, together with the
auxiliary operations introduced in Definition 2.5, using a
recursive set of second-order equations. Such an axiomati-
sation is possible because the quantifier function E is finitely
axiomatisable using just three second-order equations (Eqs.
(15.a)(15.c) below). By our main result, Theorem 3.3, this
pair of equations cannot be replaced by any equivalent
recursive or recursively enumerable set of first-order
equations.
2.6. Definition. Let X be an SComp(E )-indexed family
of disjoint countably infinite sets of variables. Let EComp(E )
be the equational theory over 7Comp(E ) and X consisting of
the following equations and equation schemas. For each
k1 and for m # Nk and n # N,
proj1((Wm X , WnX) )=m , proj1((Wm X , WnX) )=n.
(1.a), (1.b)
For each k1 and for m # Nk+1,
(proj1(Wm X), proj2(Wm X)) =Wm X. (2)
For each k1 and each m # Nk,
eval(c((0, n) , k) , Wm X)=succn(0). (3)
For each k1 and for each m # N,
eval(c((1, 1, 1) , 1) , WmX)=WmX. (4)
For each k1 and for each m # Nk and n # N,
eval(c((1, k+1, k+1) , k+1) , (Wm X , WnX) )=WnX . (5)
For each k1 and 1 jk, m # Nk and n # N,
eval(c((1, k+1, j) , k+1) , (Wm X , WnX) )
=eval(c((1, k, j) , k) , Wm X). (6)
For each k1 and for each m # Nk,
eval(c((2, k, i), k) , Wm X)=succ(eval(c((1, k, i) , k) , Wm X)). (7)
For each k1 and for each m # Nk and n, p, q, r # N,
eval(c((3, k) , k+4) , ((((Wm X , WnX) , WpX) , WqX) , WrX) )
=if equal(WnX , WpX) then WqX else WrX. (8)
For each k1 and for x # Xnatk and y # Xnat ,
eval(c((4, q, k, m1 , ..., mq , n), k) , x)
=eval(c(n, q) , ((eval(c(m1 , k) , x), eval(c(m2 , k) , x))
} } } eval(c(mq , k) , x)) ), (9)
eval(c((5, k, m 1 , m2) , k+1) , (x, 0) )=eval(c(m 1 , k) , x), (10.a)
eval(c((5, k, m 1 , m2), k+1) , (x, succ( y)) )
=eval(c(m2 , k+2) , ((x, y) ,
eval(c((5, k, m1 , m 2), k+1) , (x, y) )) ). (10.b)
For each k1 and for x # Xnatk and for each m # N such that
m=(n, k) and (n, k) # pcode,
eval(c(6, k+1) , (x, succm(0)) )=eval(c(n, k) , x), (11)
eval(c((7, k, m) , k) , x)=E(Sub(c(m, k+1) , x)),
(12)
and for Y # X(natk  nat) and y # Xnat ,
eval(Sub(Y, x), y)=eval(Y, (x, y) ). (13)
For Z # X(nat  nat) and y # Xnat ,
eval(norm(Z), y)=if eval(Z, y) then 0 else succ(0), (14)
E(1 )=1, (15.a)
E(Z)=if(eval(Z, 0) 6 total(tail(Z)))
then 0 else E(tail(Z)), (15.b)
E(Z)=E(norm(Z)), (15.c)
and for all m # N,
eval(1 , WmX)=succ(0) (16)
and
eval(tail(Z), y)=eval(Z, succ( y)). (17)
For each m, n # N,
if 0 then WmX else WnX=WmX (18.a)
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and for each p # N, such that p1,
if WpX then WmX else WnX=WnX ; (18.b)
equal(0, 0)=0, (19.a)
equal(succ(x), 0)=succ(0), equal(0, succ(x))=succ(0),
(19.b), (19.c)
equal(succ(x), succ( y))=equal(x, y). (19.d)
For all m, n # N such that m, n1,
6(0, 0)=0, 6(WmX , WnX)=succ(0). (20.a), (20.b)
For Z # X(nat  nat) ,
total(Z)=isunit(setunit(Z)); (21)
isunit(1 )=0. (22)
For x, y # Xnat and Z # X(nat  nat) ,
eval(append(x, Z), 0)=x, (23.a)
eval(append(x, Z), succ( y))=eval(Z, y), (23.b)
Z=append(eval(Z, 0), tail(Z)), (23.c)
setunit(append(x, Z))
=append(set unit(x), setunit(Z)), (24.a)
and for all m # N,
setunit(WmX)=succ(0). (24.b)
Combining the signature 7Comp(E ) with the equational
theory EComp(E ) we make a recursive second-order
equational specification SpecComp(E) with constructors.
2.7. Definition. Define the second-order equational
specification with constructors and hidden sorts and
operations,
SpecComp(E )=(7 vis, 7 cons, 7 extn, E ),
where Svis=S extn=SComp(E ), S cons=[natk | k1]. Also
7vis=7 extn=7Comp(E ) and
7 cons*, nat=[0], 7
cons
nat, nat=[succ],
7 consnat k nat, nat k+1=[( , )].
For all other w # S cons+ and { # S cons, 7 consw, { =<. Lastly
define E=EComp(E).
Our task now is to show that SpecComp(E ) is sound, and in
an appropriate sense complete, for ground equations with
respect to the standard second-order model for 7Comp(E )
obtained from the functions semicomputable in E. We
construct this model as a strict extensional second-order
algebra AComp(E ) by totalising all functions semicomputable
in E with an unspecified element u. (More generally we
introduce a finite vector uk of unspecified elements for each
product set Nk.)
2.8. Definition. Define the 7Comp(E ) algebra A as
follows. For all k1, let
Anat k=Nk _ [uk]
and
A(natk  nat)=[Anatk  Anat].
and then for any ; # Anatk  nat and m # Anat k , we define
evalA(;, m )=;(m ).
For any m, k # N, if (m, k) # pcode then for any n1 , ...,
nk # N,
c(m, k)A(n1 , ..., nk)
={p,u,
if ((m, k) , n1 , ..., nk , p) # ccode,
otherwise,
and
c(m, k)A(uk)=u1 .
Then define
0A=0.
For all n # N,
succA(n)=n+1, succA(u1)=u1 .
For all n # N,
setunitA(n)=1, setunitA(u1)=u1 .
For all m, n # Anat define
0, if m=0 and n=0,
6A(m, n)={1, if m, n # N and m, n1,u1 , otherwise;
0, if m, n # N and m=n,
equalA(m, n)={1, if m, n # N and m{n,u1 , otherwise.
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For any m # Anatk+1 ,
proj1A(m)={n ,uk ,
if m=(n , p) for n # Nk, p # N,
if m=uk+1;
proj2A(m)={p,u1 ,
if m=(n , p) for n # Nk, p # N,
if m=uk+1.
Also we define for any k1, m # Anatk , and n # Anat ,
(m, n) A={(m, n),uk+1 ,
if m, n # N,
otherwise.
For any ; # Anat  nat ,
EA( ;)={
1,
0,
u1 ,
if for all m # N, ;(m) # N, ;(m){0,
if for all m # N, ;(m) # N;
for some n # N, ;(n)=0,
otherwise.
(Notice that here the definition of the quantifier functional
E has been extended to allow partial functions as arguments
in a manner consistent with Definition 2.2.(viii) of ccode.)
Also we define
isunitA(;)={0,u1 ,
if ;=1 A ,
otherwise;
totalA(;)={0,u1
if for all m # N, ;(m) # N,
otherwise.
For any ; # Anat  nat and any m, n # Anat ,
m, if n=0,
appendA(m, ;)(n)={;(n&1), if n # N, n1,u1 , otherwise.
For any ; # Anat k+1  nat , any m # Anatk , and any n # Anat ,
SubA(;, m )(n)=;((m , n) A).
For any m, n, p # Anat ,
n, if m, n, p # N; m=0,
ifA m then n else p={p, if m, n, p # N; m1,u1 , otherwise.
For any m # Anat ,
1 A(m)={1,u1 ,
if m # N,
otherwise.
For any ; # Anat  nat ,
0, if ;(n)=0,
normA(;)(n)={1, if ;(n) # N;;(n)1,u1 , otherwise.
For any ; # Anat  nat ,
tailA(;)(m)={;(m+1),u1 ,
if m # N,
otherwise.
For any ; # Anat  nat and m # Anat ,
setunitA(;)(m)={1,u1 ,
if ;(m) # N,
otherwise.
We let AComp(E ) denote the minimal 7 Comp(E ) subalgebra
of A.
The basic properties of AComp(E) are easily established as
follows.
2.9. Proposition. (i) For all k1, AComp(E )natk =Anatk .
(ii) AComp(E ) is a strict extensional 7 Comp(E ) algebra.
(iii) AComp(E) < EComp(E ).
Proof. (i) It suffices to show that for each k1,
uk # AComp(E )natk . This is immediate since there is at least one
nonterminating program in pcode.
(ii) Follows from (i) and an induction on the
complexity of terms of type natk  nat for each k1.
(iii) Routine exercise. K
It remains to show that SpecComp(E ) is sound and
complete for all terminating computations, with respect to
the standard model AComp(E ), in the following sense.
2.10. Normalisation Theorem. For each (m, k) #
pcode and any x # Nk and y # N the following are equivalent:
(i) ((m, k) , x , y) # ccode;
(ii) AComp(E) < eval(c(m, k) , Wx X)=WyX ;
(iii) SpecComp(E) |&| eval(c(m, k) , Wx X)=WyX .
Proof. (i) O (ii) Immediate from Definition 2.8.
(ii) O (iii) By induction on the complexity of elements
in pcode. We consider only two example cases leaving the
remainder as an exercise for the reader.
Basis. We consider a simple basis subcase for constant
functions. Consider any k, n # N, where k>1 and the
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program code ((0, n) , k) # pcode. Consider any x # Nk
and y # N and suppose
AComp(E) < eval(c((0, n) , k) , Wx X)=WyX .
Then y=n and by Eq. 2.6.(3),
SpecComp(E) |&| eval(c((0, n) , k) , Wx X)=WyX .
Induction step. We consider the most important subcase
dealing with the quantifier functional. For this subcase the
|-extensionality rule with respect to constructors must be
applied. Consider any k, m # N such that k1 and suppose
(m, k+1) # pcode. Consider any x # Nk and y # N and
suppose
AComp(E) < eval(c((7, k, m), k) , Wx X)=WyX .
Then either y=0 or y=1. Also by Definitions 2.8 and
2.2.(viii), for all p # N there exists qp # N such that
AComp(E ) < eval(c(m, k+1) , Wx X , WpX)=Wqp X .
Suppose y=1. Then for every p # N there exists qp # N
such that
AComp(E) < eval(c(m, k+1) , Wx X , WpX)=Wqp+1X .
So by the induction hypothesis
SpecComp(E ) |&| eval(c(m, k+1) , (Wx X , WpX) )=succ(Wqp X).
So, using the |-extensionality rule w.r.t. 7cons and Eqs.
2.6.(13), (14), (16), and (18.b),
SpecComp(e) |&| norm(Sub(c(m, k+1) , Wx X))=1 .
Thus using Eqs. 2.6.(12), (15.a), and (15.c),
SpecComp(E) |&| eval(c((7, k, m), k) , Wx X)=WyX .
Suppose y=0. Then by Definitions 2.8 and 2.2.(viii) for
some p # N,
AComp(E ) < eval(c(m, k+1) , Wx X , WpX)=0,
and for all q # N such that q>p there exists rq # N:
AComp(E ) < eval(c(m, k+1) , Wx X , WqX)=Wrq X .
So by the induction hypothesis
SpecComp(E) |&| eval(c(m, k+1) , (Wx X , WpX) )=0,
and for all q # N such that q>p there exists rq # N:
SpecComp(E ) |&| eval(c(m, k+1) , Wx X , WqX)=Wrq X .
Thus by Eqs. 2.6.(13), (14), and (18.a),
SpecComp(E ) |&| eval(norm(Sub(c(m, k+1) , Wx X)), WpX)=0,
(1)
and for all q # N, by p+1 applications of Eq. 2.6.(17) and
Eqs. 2.6.(13), (14), (18.a), and (18.b),
SpecComp(E ) |&| eval(tail
p+1(norm(Sub(c(m, k+1) , Wx X))),
WqX)=Wr$q X , (2)
where r$q=0 if rq=0, and r$q=1 otherwise.
So by (2) and Eq. 2.6.(24.b) for all q # N,
SpecComp(E) |&| setunit(eval(tail
p+1
(norm(Sub(c(m, k+1) , Wx X))), WqX))=succ(0).
So using the |-extensionality rule w.r.t. 7cons and Eqs.
2.6.(23.c), (24.a), (24.b), (23.a), (23.b), and (16),
SpecComp(E) |&| setunit(tail
p+1(norm
(Sub(c(m, k+1) , Wx X))))=1 .
So by Eq. 2.6.(22),
SpecComp(E) |&| isunit( setunit(tail
p+1
(norm(Sub(c(m, k+1) , Wx X)))))=0.
Thus by Eq. 2.6.(21),
SpecComp(E ) |&| total(tail
p+1(norm
(Sub(c(m, k+1) ,Wx X))))=0. (3)
So by p+1 applications of Eqs. 2.6.(15.b) and (17) and
Eqs. 2.6.(20.a), (18.a), and (1) and (3) above,
SpecComp(E) |&| E(norm(Sub(c(m, k+1) , Wx X)))=0.
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Thus by Eqs. 2.6.(12) and (15.c),
SpecComp(E) |&| eval(c((7, k, m), k) , Wx X)=WyX .
The result then follows from the induction.
(iii) O (i) Suppose that
SpecComp(E ) |&| eval(c(m, k) , Wx X)=WyX .
Then, by Proposition 2.9.(ii) and 2.9.(iii) and the Soundness
Lemma 1.11,
AComp(E ) < eval(c(m, k) , Wx X)=WyX ;
i.e.
c(m, k) AComp(E)(x )= y.
So by Definition 2.8,
((m, k) , x , y) # ccode.
3. EXPRESSIVENESS RESULTS
In this section we establish the main result of this paper.
We prove a completeness theorem for the expressive power
of recursive and recursively enumerable higher-order equa-
tional specifications with constructors and hidden sorts
and operations, under higher-order initial semantics. This
theorem is proved in two parts. We begin by proving that
such specifications are sound for the class of all countable
minimal algebras of complexity 6 11 . This result strengthens
the Soundness Theorem for higher-order equational specifi-
cations established in [12], since the class of specifications
considered here is more general. Then we prove that such
specifications are also adequate for the same class of
algebras. Taken together the two results give a completeness
theorem which exactly characterises the power of the
specification method.
We begin by considering the soundness of the specification
method.
3.1. Soundness Theorem. Let
Spec=(7vis, 7 cons, 7extn, E)
be a recursively enumerable higher-order equational specifi-
cation with constructors and hidden sorts and operations over
a countable type basis B. Let A be a 7vis algebra. If Spec
specifies A under higher-order initial algebra semantics then
A has complexity 6 11 .
Proof. We suppose that 7vis, 7 cons, and 7 extn are Svis,
S cons, and S extn-sorted, respectively, and that
A$Min7 vis(T(7extn)#Spec, | | 7vis). (1)
Since 7extn and B are countable, let
G type : H(B)  N, G term : .
{ # S extn
T(7 extn, X){  N
be recursive injective Go del numberings of types and terms.
First we define the recursive 7vis number algebra Rvis as
follows. For each type { # Svis define
Rvis{ =G
term(T(7vis){).
By Definition 1.7, 7vis is recursive and Gterm is a recursive
Go del numbering of terms. So Rvis{ is recursive. For each
type { # Svis and each constant symbol c # 7 vis*, { define
cR vis=G term(c).
For each n1, each w={(1) } } } {(n) # Svis+, each { # Svis,
each function symbol f # 7 visw, { , and any ground terms
ti # T(7vis){(i ) , for 1in, define
fR vis (G term(t1), ..., G term(tn))=G term( f (t1 , ..., tn)).
Since G term is injective then each operation of Rvis is well
defined. In a similar fashion we can define a recursive 7 extn
number algebra Rextn.
Now it is easily shown (for a proof see [12]) that, since
7 cons is recursive by definition, for each type { # S extn the
relation #E, |{ N
2 defined by
m#E, |{ n
 _t, t$ # T(7 extn){ such that E |&| t=t$,
G term(t)=m, and G term(t$)=n
has complexity 6 11 . Furthermore, the family
#E, |=(#E, |{ | { # S
extn)
is congruence on Rextn. Now for each { # Svis the relation
Rvis{ _R
vis
{ N
2 is recursive. So by the closure of 6 11
relations under finite intersection (see [11, p. 82]), for each
{ # Svis the relation #{ , defined by
#{=(Rvis{ _R
vis
{ ) &#
E, |
{ ,
is 6 11 and the family #=( #{ | { # S) is a congruence on
Rvis, since #E, | is a congruence on Rextn.
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It suffices to show that
A$Rvis#. (2)
For each { # S vis define the map { : Rvis{ # {  A{ by
{(G term(t)# )=tA
for each t # T(7vis){ .
Now { is well defined, for consider any t, t$ # T(7vis){
such that G term(t$)#{ G term(t). Then E |&| t$=t, and so
T(7 extn)#Spec, | < t=t$. Thus T(7 extn)#Spec, | |7 vis <
t=t$ and so Min7vis (T(7 extn)#Spec, | | 7vis) < t=t$. So by
(1) above A < t=t$ and thus tA=t$A .
Clearly { is surjective. To show that { is injective
consider any t, t$ # T(7vis){ and suppose that G term(t){
G term(t$). Then E |&3 | t=t$ and so by similar reasoning to
above A <3 t=t$. Hence tA {t$A .
For any { # Svis and c # 7 vis*, { ,
{(cR vis#)={(cRvis # )=cA .
For any n1, any w={(1) } } } {(n) # Svis+, any { # S vis, any
f # 7 visw, { , and any ti # T(7
vis){(i ) for 1in
{( fR vis#(G term(t1)# , ..., G term(tn)# ))
={( fR vis(G term(t1), ..., G term(tn))# )
={(G term( f (t1 , ..., tn))# )
=f (t1 , ..., tn)A
=fA(t1A , ..., tnA)
=fA({(1)(G term(t1)# ), ..., {(n)(G term(tn)# )).
Thus  is a 7vis isomorphism which establishes (2) from
which the theorem follows by (1). K
Next we consider the adequacy of the specification method.
We will show that for any countable minimal algebra A
of complexity 6 11 there exists a recursive second-order equa-
tional specification Spec, with constructors and hidden sorts
and operations, such that Spec specifies A under higher-order
initial semantics. To prove this result we use Theorem 2.4 and
the specification SpecComp(E ) of Definition 2.7 as ‘‘hidden
machinery’’ (hidden sorts and operations) within Spec.
3.2. Adequacy Theorem. For any countable S-sorted
signature 7 and any minimal 7 algebra A, if A has complexity
6 11 then there exists a recursive second-order equational
specification Spec with constructors and hidden sorts and
operations such that Spec specifies A under higher-order
initial algebra semantics.
Proof. Suppose that A has complexity 6 11 . Then there
exists an effective coordinatization (R, %) of A, where R is a
recursive number algebra and for each sort s # S, the kernel
#%s of %s has complexity 6
1
1 .
Since R is a recursive number algebra then the ground
term evaluation mapping
Val : T(7 )  R
is an S-indexed family of recursive Go del numberings of
terms. Consider the epimorphism
% b Val: T(7)  A
and its associated kernel #% b Val . Then
A$T(7 )#% b Val . (1)
Now consider any sort s # S. Since #%s is 6
1
1 then by
Theorem 2.4.(ii) #%s is semicomputable in the quantifier
functional E. Thus by definition there exists a program code
ps # pcode2 such that for any m, n # Rs we have
m#%s n  (ps, m, n, 0) # ccode
 SpecComp(E) |&| eval(cp s , (WmX , WnX) )=0, (2)
by the Normalisation Theorem 2.10.
We make a recursive second-order equational specifica-
tion with constructors and hidden sorts and operations
Spec=(7 vis, 7 cons, 7 extn, E )
of A as follows. We define Svis=S and 7vis=7. Then we
define S cons=[natk | k1], 7 cons*, nat=[0], 7
cons
nat, nat=[succ]
and for all k1, 7 consnatk nat, nat k+1=[(, )]. For all other
w # S cons* and s # S cons, 7 consw, s =<. Also we define S
extn=
S _ S Comp(E ) (assuming S & S Comp(E )=<; otherwise we
must rename the sorts of S). For each sort s # S we define
7 extns s, s=7s s, s _ [identify
s],
7 extnnat s s, s=[ifs thenelse].
Also for each w # S* and s # S with w{ss,
7 extnw, s =7w, s ,
and for each w # SComp(E )* and s # S Comp(E ),
7 extnw, s =7
Comp(E )
w, s .
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For all other w # S extn* and s # S extn we define 7 extnw, s =<.
Thus 7vis is 7 while 7 extn is the result of joining together
7 and 7Comp(E ) and adding two new operation symbols
identifys and ifsthenelse for each sort s # S. Clearly
(Svis, 7vis) and (Scons, 7 cons) are recursive subsignatures of
(S extn, 7 extn).
Now we define E to consist of all equations of EComp(E ),
together with, for each sort s # S, the equations
ifs 0 then x else y=x, (3)
ifs succ(w) then x else y= y, (4)
identifys(x, y)=x, (5)
identifys(t, t$)=ifs eval(cps , (WVals(t)X ,
WVals(t$)X) ) then t$ else t, (6)
for x and y distinct variables of sort s and for all ground
terms, t, t$ # T(7 )s . Clearly E is a recursive set of equations
since Vals is recursive for each s # S.
Now by joining together the algebras A and AComp(E ) we
can define a second-order 7 extn algebra B such that
B | 7=A, B |7 Comp(E)=AComp(E ).
Also
ifsthenB(x, y, z)={y,z,
if x=0,
if x{0,
and
identifysB( y, z)={z,y,
if y=z,
otherwise,
for any s # S and x # AComp(E )nat and y, z # As . Then by defini-
tion of B, B < E. Now let M=Min7 (T(7 extn)#Spec, | |7).
We show that
M$T(7 )#% b Val . (7)
Thus by (1), Spec specifies A under second-order initial
algebra semantics.
We define an isomorphism  : T(7 )#% b Val  M by
s(t#% b Val)=t# Spec, |,
for each s # S and t # T(7 )s . To check that  is well defined
consider any sort s # S and t, t$ # T(7 )s and suppose that
t#% b Vals t$. Then
Vals(t)#%s Vals(t$),
and so by (2)
SpecComp(E ) |&| eval(cps , (WVals(t)X , WVals(t$)X) )=0.
Thus, using Eqs. (3), (5), and (6) above and, since
EComp(E )E and the constructors in SpecComp(E ) and Spec
are identical, then
Spec |&| t=t$
and, hence, t#Spec, |s t$. So
s(t#% b Val)=s(t$#% b Val).
Hence  is well defined.
Clearly  is surjective since M is 7 minimal. To show that
 is injective consider any sort s # S and t, t$ # T(7 )s and
suppose that t% b Vals t$. Then T(7 )#% b Val <3 t=t$, and so
by (1), A <3 t=t$. Since B |7=A then B <3 t=t$. But by
Proposition 2.9.(ii), AComp(E ) is a strict extensional 7 Comp(E )
algebra, and hence B is a strict extensional 7 extn algebra. So
by Soundness Lemma 1.11,
Spec |&3 | t=t$.
Therefore tSpec, | t$. Thus s(t#% b Val){s(t$#% b Val).
Hence  is injective.
Consider any sort s # S and any constant symbol c # 7*, s .
Then
s(cT(7 )#% b Val)=s(c#
% b Val)=c#Spec, |=cM .
Consider any n1, any w=s(1) } } } s(n) # S+, any s # S,
any f # 7w, s , and any ti # T(7 )s(i) for 1in. Then
s( f T(7 )#% b Val(t1 #% b Val , ..., tn #% b Val))
=s( f (t1 , ..., tn)#% b Val)
= f (t1 , ..., tn)#Spec, |
= fM(t1 # Spec, |, ..., tn #Spec, |)
= fM(s(1)(t1 #% b Val), ..., s(n)(tn #% b Val)).
Thus  is an isomorphism and so (7) holds. The theorem
follows from (7) and (1). K
Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we have:
3.3. Completeness Theorem. For any countable S-sorted
signature 7 and any minimal 7 algebra A, A has complexity
6 11 if, and only if, there exists a recursive second-order equa-
tional specification Spec with constructors and hidden sorts
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and operations such that Spec specifies A under higher-order
initial semantics.
Proof. Immediate from Soundness Theorem 3.1 and
Adequacy Theorem 3.2. K
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have generalised the method of higher-
order equational specification to allow constructor sub-
signatures as well as hidden sorts and operations. We have
shown that under higher-order initial semantics such speci-
fications are complete for the class of all countable minimal
algebras of complexity 6 11 . The proof rests on a charac-
terisation of 6 11 in terms of semicomputability in the quantifier
functional E and the fact that E is finitely specifiable using
second-order equations under higher-order initial semantics.
We can clarify the relationship between the results
presented here and the earlier results of [12] as follows. In
[12] we introduced an encoding of first-order formulas (of
arithmetic) into the quantifier free language of second-order
equational logic. In this paper we have introduced an
encoding of higher-order computations (using an oracle)
into the same language. The results presented here
strengthen the results of [12] by considering a more general
specification method (which includes constructor sub-
signatures) and solve the open problem of [12] to find
an exact characterisation of the power of higher-order
specification methods. The results of this paper, and [12],
leave open the problem to characterise the power of higher-
order equational specifications under higher-order final
semantics.
Specifications using the quantifier functional E might be
thought to be an intellectual curiosity, perhaps having no
use other than to characterise the power of higher-order
methods. In practise the algebras arising in computer
science rarely exceed complexity 6 03 . In fact E and related
discontinuous functionals have a central role to play in
giving nonconstructive specifications even for computable
functions. It is clear that as a discontinuous functional, E is
highly noneffective. Thus its use leads to specifications
which are nonconstructive in the sense of having a highly
noncomputable word problem. The situation should be
contrasted with recursive and recursively enumerable first-
order equational specifications, for which the word problem
is always semicomputable. In this sense first-order equa-
tional specifications are always constructive; i.e., an
algorithm is always explicitly or implicitly given for each
operation named in the signature.
Nonconstructive higher-order specifications are abstract
in the sense that they do not suggest any algorithmic
implementation. They are therefore more likely to arise in
the development of formal specifications, starting from
informal user requirements. Nonconstructive specifications
are also consistent with the general philosophy of topdown
design and the design of programs by stepwise refinement
of specifications. Our results establish that this type of
nonconstructive specification is not possible in a purely
first-order algebraic framework, but becomes possible in a
second-order framework. This theme is pursued further in
[17], where a case study of a nonconstructive second-order
equational specification of the Hamming stream problem is
given. Further discussion of this theme can be found in
[16, 21].
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